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The problem - optimizing spatially local workloads

Spatial locality
- Common with composite keys
  - field1_field2_field3
- Primary attribute has skewed dist.
- Test case (Flurry): app_timestamp, with heavy-tail app name dist. ⇒

Existing KV-stores limitations
- LSM organized by temporal locality
- Write amplification: cold ranges re-written by compactions
- All data both logged and flushed to disk

EvenDB

- Global single key caching
- One level storage
- RAM disk
- Searchable logs to delay compactions

EvenDB outperforms RocksDB when:
- Workload is spatially-local
- Or, most working set fits in RAM
- Demonstrated in real workload and synthetic YCSB benchmarks

Summary

Chunk arrangement better suited for spatially-local workloads than LSM:
- Lower write amplification
- Single level of storage
- Memory serves reads and writes

EvenDB outperforms RocksDB when:
- Workload is spatially-local
- Or, most working set fits in RAM
- Demonstrated in real workload and synthetic YCSB benchmarks